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Abstract

The microstructure, mechanical properties and gas permeability of porous supports of Ce$_{0.9}$Gd$_{0.1}$O$_{1.95-\delta}$ (CGO) were investigated as a function of sintering temperature and volume fraction of pore former for use in planar asymmetric oxygen transport membranes (OTMs). With increasing the pore former content from 11 vol.-% to 16 vol.-%, the gas permeabilities increased by a factor of 5 when support tapes were sintered to comparable densities. The improved permeabilities were due to a more favourable microstructure with larger interconnected pores at a porosity of 45% and a fracture strength of 47 ± 2 MPa (m=7). The achieved gas permeability of $2.25 \times 10^{-15}$ m$^2$ for a 0.4 mm thick support will not limit the gas transport for oxygen production but in partial oxidation of methane to syngas at higher oxygen fluxes. For integration
of the CGO support layer into a flat, asymmetric CGO membrane, the sintering activity of the CGO membrane was reduced by Fe$_2$O$_3$ addition (replacing Co$_3$O$_4$ as sintering additive).
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1. Introduction

Oxygen transport membranes (OTMs) based on mixed ionic electronic conducting oxides (MIEC) are ceramic devices which can be used to extract pure oxygen from air and supply the oxygen into combustion processes or chemical reactions to improve process efficiencies [1], [2], [3]. Recently, thin film oxygen transport membranes based on chemically very stable materials, such as gadolinium doped ceria (Ce$_{0.1}$Gd$_{0.9}$O$_{1.95-\delta}$, CGO), have been shown to be able to sustain high fluxes of more than 10 Nml min$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$. CGO is a very chemically stable material and it should be possible to use the material in asymmetric OTMs for the direct integration into membrane reactors operating under harsh conditions (temperatures above 750 °C and reducing and aggressive gases), such as for syngas production [4], [5], [6] and oxidative coupling of methane (OCM) [7].

One of the drawbacks in utilizing single phase, mixed conducting CGO as a membrane material for OTMs is the limiting electronic conductivity at temperatures below 750°C and at relatively high oxygen partial pressures [8], [9]. For this reason, membranes based on CGO can only reach the flux targets required for economical competitiveness if a couple of requirements are fulfilled: (1) a membrane layer thickness well below 50 μm, which can be realized by the deposition of
the dense membrane layer on a porous, mechanically strong supporting ceramic structure, resulting in a so called asymmetric thin film membrane, (2) very reducing conditions (pO$_2$ <10$^{-12}$ atm) on one side of the membrane (“fuel side”) to enhance the electronic conductivity of the material (by reduction of Ce$^{4+}$ to Ce$^{3+}$ ions in the fluorite structure) and (3) a large applied driving force during membrane operation (large ΔpO$_2$ between the fuel and air side). Asymmetric CGO membranes were therefore first tested for applications that fulfil these requirements. In laboratory scale tests, a high oxygen flux of 16 Nml cm$^{-2}$ min$^{-1}$ at 900 °C was obtained for a 30 μm thick CGO membrane on a porous Ni-YSZ support, which was operated under conditions relevant for syngas production [4],[5]. Additional requirements for the asymmetric membrane architecture are determined by the properties and fabrication methods of the catalytic layers and the porous ceramic support. For example, in the case of the planar, asymmetric CGO membranes investigated for syngas production [4], the membrane consisted of a tape casted, thick porous Ni-YSZ support and an active Ni-YSZ catalyst layer, which were laminated together with a thin CGO membrane layer and subsequently co-sintered at a relatively high temperature of about 1300 °C (see Figure 1a).
Figure 1: Schematic of different asymmetric CGO membrane architectures tested for OTM applications: a) Ni-YSZ supported membrane for syngas production on the permeate (fuel) side [4] and b) porous ceramic supported membrane which allows catalyst flexibility by infiltration after firing [10]. On the air side of the membranes an additional oxygen reduction catalyst was applied for both asymmetric membrane types after co-firing of the multilayer (in case b, the air catalyst was La_{0.6}Sr_{0.4}CoO_{3-δ} as described in [10]).

A porosity of more than 35%, required for gas transport through the support structure, was introduced into the 0.3 mm thick NiO-YSZ support by the volume change resulting from reducing the NiO to metallic nickel [11], [12],[13], [14]. If such asymmetric CGO membranes should be used for further applications in membrane reactors, for example in OCM [7], the nickel catalyst in the Ni-YSZ supports (used for syngas application) needs to be replaced by a more suitable catalyst (e.g. Mn/Na_{2}WO_{4}/SiO_{2}). Hence, for a flexible design the Ni-YSZ cermet support should be replaced entirely by a catalyst free (nickel free) porous ceramic material that could be used as a generic support for various catalysts/chemical reactions. A specific catalyst system as required for a specific chemical reaction can then be introduced into the sintered
ceramic support structure by infiltration techniques [10]. Several support materials, such as 3YSZ, MgO and CGO were considered. Regardless of the selected material, the design of a new ceramic support requires a microstructure with

(a) sufficient gas permeation and mechanical strength (both influenced by the porosity),

(b) a good thermomechanical and chemical match with the thin film CGO membrane layer, e.g. avoiding chemical reactions between the layers and minimization of thermal stresses.

(c) tailored sintering behaviour (shrinkage) of the individual layers for co-sintering in an asymmetric structure.

We shall discuss these requirements in more detail below. With respect to requirement (a), a high gas permeability of a porous ceramic support structure should be achieved by creating sufficient open porosity in the range of 30 to 40% (after firing). Different approaches can be adopted to produce a support structure with sufficient porosity. One of the most suitable approaches is the use of a sacrificial pore former, especially if a co-firing of asymmetric porous-dense multi-layers is considered. For this case the pore former, e.g. graphite, is added to the tape casting formulation and is subsequently removed during de-binding to produce the required pores. Corbin et al [15] showed that graphite is an efficient pore forming agent that can be added in variable amounts to create porosities between 20 and 80 % in tape-casted layers (of yttrium stabilized zirconia (YSZ)) without a significant change in the total shrinkage during sintering. To ensure good gas permeability through a porous membrane support and sufficient mechanical strength, the open porosity should usually be in the range of 35 to 50% depending on the thickness and microstructure of the support structure (at thicknesses of 0.5 to 1.5 mm). The oxygen flux through an asymmetric membrane can even be limited by gas diffusion in a fine
porous support structure with a thickness below 0.5 mm if the pores are narrow and if the pores are then partly infiltrated with catalyst material [16].

It was reported that an open percolating porous network can be formed in a ceramic body if inclusions (e.g. pore former with similar sized particles as the ceramic) exceed a volume fraction of 16 % [17]. Alternatively, porosity may be introduced in the support structure by inhibiting the sintering activity of the ceramic by using a relatively coarse-grained powder (with particle size in the micron range). However, this can introduce a differential sintering shrinkage between the (coarse-grained) porous support and the fine-grained membrane layer which will result in stresses that cause defects in the bi-layer structure during the subsequent co-firing [18]. It is also a requirement that the support structure has sufficient porosity to ensure the infiltration of catalyst material into the region close to the support/membrane interface.

For requirement (b), a good thermal and chemical expansion match and full material compatibility (avoiding reactions between support and membrane layer) can be ensured by using a membrane architecture based on the same material (CGO) in both layers. Such an asymmetric membrane of a CGO membrane on a porous CGO support was therefore chosen as a starting point for a proof of concept demonstration, as visualized schematically in Figure 1b.

Furthermore, CGO is known to be a good ionic conducting (or under reducing conditions a mixed ionic-electronic conducting) electro catalyst that can extend the reaction zone (3 phase boundary) for oxygen removal into the catalytic layer [19] by increasing the “active” interface between the membrane layer and the active catalytic layer (here porous CGO support with respective catalysts). Finally, for the implementation of a porous CGO support in such an asymmetric CGO bi-layer, one of the most critical steps is the identification of a suitable co-
firing procedure. In this step the membrane layer should be completely densified, simultaneously the porous support layer should sinter to a degree that sufficient mechanical strength is achieved (with open porosity between 30 and 45% open porosity, whereas at the same time thermally induced stresses between the two layers due to mismatch in differential shrinkage should be minimized. Based on previous studies on asymmetric porous/dense CGO bilayer structures, it is known that such structures can be produced by a co-firing process at relatively low temperatures (~1050 °C) if sintering additives, such as Co₃O₄ are used [20],[21]. Furthermore, theoretical sintering models have been developed that describe and confirm the distortion (camber) and shrinkage kinetics for such porous/dense CGO bi-layers [18], [22].

In this work, we describe the implementation and optimization of porous ceramic CGO support structures, prepared by tape casting, lamination and co-firing in an asymmetric CGO bilayer membrane, as shown schematically in Figure 1b. Performances (oxygen permeation fluxes) of such asymmetric CGO membranes, using these porous/dense CGO base structures, were already reported before [6] and are therefore not further discussed in this study.

Considering our experiences with the challenges of co-firing defect-free, flat and planar asymmetric porous/dense CGO structures [18], [20], [23], we start with a brief description of optical dilatometry studies on the different CGO layers with Fe₂O₃ and Co₃O₄ as sintering additives for isothermal co-sintering at low temperature (chapter 3.1). The dilatometer measurements of shrinkage and densification (rates) of different layers give us a guide to predict stresses and distortion (camber) for different combination of layers and sintering temperatures.

Then, in the main part of this work we focus on the investigation and further optimization of the microstructure, mechanical properties and gas permeability of two different porous ceramic CGO
support compositions as a function of the amount of pore former in the tape casting formulation and the (isothermal) sintering temperature (chapters 3.2 to 3.4).

2. Experimental

2.1 Raw Materials

Ultra low surface area (ULSA) Ce$_{0.9}$Gd$_{0.1}$O$_{1.95}$-$\delta$ (CGO10 from Rhodia S.A., La Rochelle Cedex, France, specific surface area of 6.6 m$^2$/g) was used for the preparation of the ceramic tapes. The as-received CGO powder was used for the preparation of thin membrane tapes, whereas the same CGO powder was pre-calcinated at 1100 °C for 2 h (resulting in slightly reduced BET surface area of 5.5 m$^2$/g) for use in the porous support tapes. A graphite powder, V-UFL 99.9% purity from Graphit Kropfmühl (Germany), was used as pore former for the support tapes.

2 mol% of cobalt was used as a sintering aid for both the support and membrane tapes and added in the form of cobalt(II,III) oxide (Alfa Aesar, 99.7%). Alternatively, 2 mol% of iron, added as iron(III) oxide (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), was used as a sintering aid in the thin membrane tape to adjust differences in shrinkage rates with the support layer, reducing bi-layer warping at higher sintering temperatures (see section 3.4).

2.2 Preparation of membrane support

Two compositions of CGO supports were tape cast by choosing different concentration of pore former (11 vol.-% and 16.5 vol.-%). The amount of ceramic (CGO), pore former (graphite), binder and dispersant of the two dried CGO tapes is shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Composition of green tapes for preparation of porous CGO supports. Low graphite (LG) tapes contain 11 vol.-% graphite, high graphite (HG) tapes contain 16.5 vol.-% of graphite.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ceramics</th>
<th>Graphite</th>
<th>Dispersant</th>
<th>Binder system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vol.- %</td>
<td>Vol.- %</td>
<td>Vol.- %</td>
<td>Vol.- %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bMembrane layer</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>52.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cLG support</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cHG support</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Compositions were calculated in vol.-% based on the dried green tapes
b Two membrane layers were produced, one containing 2 mol-% Co$_3$O$_4$ (Co-CGO membrane) and one containing 2 mol-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ (Fe-CGO membrane) as sintering additives.
c The LG support and HG support were produced with Co$_3$O$_4$ as sintering additive.

Tape casting slurries were prepared by dispersing the CGO powders and the sintering aid (cobalt nitrate) in a methylethylketone and ethanol solvent mixture (MEKET) with polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as a dispersant, similar to a procedure described previously [6], [24]. These mixtures were typically ball milled for 72 h in PE bottles using zirconia balls with a diameter of 5 mm. The particle size (d50) after milling was typically around 0.4 µm in the slurry for the support tape with both particle size distributions (PSD’s) exhibiting a bimodal distribution. A Polyvinylbutyral (PVB) binder is finally added together with a plasticiser to the slurries and the slurries were then slowly rotated for another 24 h to allow for proper homogenization. Sequential
addition of graphite powder to the slurry in three equal portions within 2 hours were required for the preparation of the thick, porous support in order to obtain a proper mixing.

The slurries were finally filtered and de-aired before tape casting onto a polymer film. The thick support tapes were cast at 1.2 mm doctor blade height, corresponding to sintered thicknesses of about 300 µm for the support (with actual final thicknesses depending on the sintering temperature). The samples were then heat treated at low temperature (< 800 °C) with a heating rate of 0.5 K/min to remove the organics and pore-former, and subsequently sintered on a porous sintering substrate in air for 4 h at temperatures of 1050, 1150 or 1250 °C.

Throughout this work, the supports will be referred to with a combination of a two letter code that is related to the graphite content and a four digit number that is related to the sintering temperature. For example, LG1050 refers to a support with a low graphite (LG) of 11 vol.-% content sintered at 1050 °C and HG1250 to a support with a high graphite (HG) content of 16.5 vol.-% sintered at 1250 °C.

2.3 Preparation of CGO membrane layers and asymmetric CGO bi-layers

A thin, tape cast CGO membrane layer was prepared using the same slurry composition and procedures as for the porous support layer (see section 2.2) by using the uncalcined, as-received CGO powder and no addition of graphite powder. The tape cast layers of the thin film CGO membrane and the porous CGO support were combined by lamination (i.e. application of heat and pressure on to the tubes between two rolls). Circular disc membranes (Ø = 34 mm) were stamped out from the green membrane tapes before sintering. In a binder removal step the
organics were removed by a very slow de-binding profile to avoid damage of the structure (heating rate of 0.25 K/min, isothermal holding at 200, 400 and 600 °C for 2hrs). Subsequently, the structures were sintered in air at final temperatures between 1050 and 1250 °C (results are only shown for temperatures up to 1150 °C). The sintered membrane structures were laser-cut to the final dimensions (diameter of 15 mm).

After sintering, all samples were visually inspected for defects such as cracks and deformation. Additionally, in an ethanol leak test, a single drop of ethanol was applied to find small cracks in the membrane bi-layers by looking for a possible staining on the support side due to leakage of ethanol through the thin membrane layer. Light microscopy was used if the results from the leak test were not clear.

2.4 Characterization of CGO supports

The specific surface area was measured by gas adsorption measurements, using the BET method with a Quantachrome Autosorb 1 after degassing for 300 °C for 3 hrs and surface absorption with krypton gas.

Porosimetry measurements were conducted using an automatic Hg-porosimeter (AutoPore IV 9510, Micromeritics, Norcross/GA, USA). All samples were measured in a penetrometer with 5 cm³ bulb volume and a usable Hg volume in the penetrometer stem of 0.392 cm³, allowing for a maximum measureable pore volume of 0.366 cm³. Scans were run intrusion-controlled, meaning that the system pressure was only increased after the Hg intrusion fell below 0.01 µl/(g·s). All scans were run between 5 Pa and 420 MPa translating into a measurement range between 240 µm and 0.003 µm pore diameter. The measurement resolution depends on the actual pressure (± 0.1 µm or ± 2 nm for the pore size ranges 12 - 0.04 µm, and 0.04 µm – 3 nm, respectively).
SEM was conducted with an Hitachi TM1000 microscope to investigate the microstructure of the porous CGO supports and the asymmetric CGO bi-layers. The porous samples were mounted in epoxy, polished with a 1/4 micron diamond suspension, and coated with carbon before use in the SEM.

A non-contact optical dilatometry (TOMMI, Fraunhofer Institut, [23]. [25]) was used to study the shape evolution of membrane bi-layers (2 cm × 2 cm pieces) under binder burn out and sintering. Images were captured every 10 minutes for several temperature profiles with a maximum temperature in the range from 1050 °C to 1250 °C. Samples were sintered both with and without a load (cover plate).

Laser profilometry measurements were conducted on the sintered porous supports to confirm that the samples used for mechanical testing had sufficient flatness. A Cyberscan Vantage (Cyberscan Technologies) with a 670 nm wavelength laser was used. For scans over the entire samples (diameter of 23 mm, thickness about 0.5mm) a step size of 25 µm and a DRS8000 sensor was used, whereas for detailed scans of 0.1 mm × 0.1 mm a step size of 1 µm a Keyence LT-9010 M sensor was used. All measurements were based on a 4-point average for every measurement point, and any missing data points were generated from an average of the surrounding points. Laser profilometry confirmed that the supports had warping below ± 50 µm over the entire sample (d=23 mm) and were suitable for mechanical testing.

Mechanical characterization of the porous CGO supports was conducted by biaxial ring-on-ring bending tests. The tests [26] were carried out, following the ASTM standard (C1499-05). The
circular disk specimens \((r_3 \sim 13 \text{ mm})\) were supported by an outer ring \((r_2 \sim 7.5 \text{ mm})\) and loaded with a smaller coaxial inner ring \((r_1 \sim 3.95 \text{ mm})\) with a loading rate of 100 N/min at room temperature in air. The samples had an overall thickness of \(\sim 0.3 \text{ mm}\). The data were evaluated using the equation for linear bending theory [27]. Hence, the equibiaxial flexure stress was derived from:

\[
\sigma_b = \frac{3F(1+\nu)}{2\pi t^2} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{r_2}{r_1} \right) + \frac{(1-\nu)}{1+\nu} \cdot \left( \frac{r_2^2-r_1^2}{2r_2^2} \right) \right]
\]

where \(F\) is the applied force, \(t\) is the specimen thickness, and \(\nu\) is the Poisson ratio. The Young’s modulus was determined from the load-displacement data using [27]:

\[
E = \frac{3F(1-\nu^2)r_1^2}{2\pi d t^3} \left[ \left( \frac{r_2}{r_1} \right)^2 - 1 - \ln \left( \frac{r_2}{r_1} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \cdot \frac{(1-\nu)}{1+\nu} \cdot \left( \frac{r_2^2-r_1^2}{r_2^2} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{r_2^2}{r_1^2} \right) \right]
\]

where \(d\) is the vertical deflection of the specimen. According to Hooke’s law, the critical rupture strain is defined as the ratio of characteristic strength and Young’s modulus of the material.

The fracture stress and rupture strain data were used to determine the characteristic strength \(\sigma_f\), characteristic rupture strain (both corresponding to a failure probability of 63.2 \%), and the respective Weibull moduli \(m\) using the linear regression analysis according to ASTM C1239-07, based on the relationship for the failure probability \(P_f\):

\[
P_f = 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{\sigma}{\sigma_f} \right)^m \right]
\]
In the case of the characteristic rupture strains, the stress values in equation (3) have to be replaced by strains. Moreover, equation (3) can be used to predict the fracture stress for any technologically acceptable failure probability.

The tests were carried out with universal testing machines (Instron 1362 series). The central displacement of the specimen was detected with a sensor in contact with the lower surface of the sample. The actual displacement value was measured with a ceramic extension rod attached to a linear variable differential transformer (Sangamo, LVDT, range ± 1 mm, precision 1.25 µm). The load was determined with a 1.5 kN load cell (Interface 1210 BLR).

Gas permeation measurements were carried out using an in house built system. The setup consisted of a gas supply unit, a testing chamber and a unit for measuring the flow of the gas that permeates through the sample. A typical specimen is a planar support structure with an area of approximately 0.45 to 1 cm². The thickness of the different porous CGO support samples varied from 0.35 to 0.45 mm. A pressure difference across the sample was created using an electro-pneumatic pressure controller (Tescom, ER3000, USA). The flow of permeated gas was measured using a flow meter (Electronic flowmeter 5314, Agilent, USA). The measurements were made with a pressure difference ranging from 50 to 400 kPa, at room temperature and with nitrogen as the permeate gas.

The CGO supports were glued at one end to steel fixtures and to a polymer composite enclosure at the other end. Then gas permeation measurements were carried out in order to quantify the gas permeability using the Darcy equation:

\[ j = \frac{K}{\mu} \nabla P \]

(4)
where, \( j \) is the flux (m\(^3\) m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)), \( \kappa \) is the permeability (m\(^2\)), \( \mu \) is the viscosity of the gas (Pa s), and \( \nabla P \) is the pressure gradient (Pa m\(^{-1}\)).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Isothermal sintering of CGO supports in asymmetric CGO bi-layer membranes

Considering the importance of the co-firing process of asymmetric porous/dense ceramic bi-layers, first asymmetric CGO bi-layers with different combinations of support and membrane layers were produced by lamination. These bi-layers were then co-sintered at a defined isothermal sintering cycle at a final temperature of 1050°C. Previous work described the co-firing as a major challenge in the preparation of defect free asymmetric porous/dense CGO bi-layers [6], [18]. The experiments demonstrated that defect free bi-layers could be produced by combination of individual layers of porous CGO supports (high graphite supports (HG-CGO) and low graphite (LG-CGO)) and membrane layers (Co-CGO and Fe-CGO) at an isothermal sintering temperature of 1050°C and an holding time of 4hrs. A typical structure of a bi-layer (HG-CGO support and Co-CGO membrane) is shown as a part of Figure 1b. Additionally, optical dilatometry was used to measure shrinkage strains and to be able to predict sintering stresses and camber development in the different bi-layers during co-sintering [22]. Figure 2 shows the dependence of shrinkage and shrinkage rate on the temperature of the two types of CGO supports in comparison to the two different CGO membrane layers which contain Co\(_3\)O\(_4\) or Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) as sintering additives (Co-CGO and Fe-CGO).
Figure 2: Linear shrinkage (a) and linear shrinkage rates (b) of LG-type CGO support (dotted line), HG-type CGO support (dotted black line), CGO membrane with Co$_3$O$_4$ addition (Co-CGO support, continuous line) and CGO membrane with Fe$_2$O$_3$ addition (Fe-CGO support, continuous black line).
In Fig. 2, the final densities of the porous supports, LG-CGO and HG-CGO are marked on the cooling part of the shrinkage curves (the curves with dotted lines) after the isorate sintering (heating) and subsequent isothermal sintering at 1050 °C. Densities of 38 % and 54 % were achieved for the porous support layers of HG-CGO and LG-CGO, respectively. Furthermore, both CGO membrane layers (Co-CGO and Fe-CGO) have been fully densified reaching final densities of more than 97%. Figure 2 reveals that the difference in shrinkage behaviour of the two different CGO tapes is minor, considering the different graphite content and final densities in the supports (LG-CGO versus HG-CGO). The major difference in sintering activity can be found in the two different CGO membrane tapes that contain different sintering additives of Fe$_2$O$_3$ (in Fe-CGO membrane) and Co$_3$O$_4$ (in Co-CGO membrane). Fe$_2$O$_3$ shifts the maximum of the shrinkage rate curve by 72 K to higher temperatures (from 931 °C for Co$_3$O$_4$ to 1003 °C for Fe$_2$O$_3$). During co-sintering of the porous/dense bi-layer (both CGO layers with Co$_3$O$_4$), the membrane layer reaches its maximum in sintering activity at a temperature of 48 °C lower than the HG type support layer with the peak of linear shrinkage rate at 979 °C. Additionally, the shrinkage rate curve for the Co$_3$CGO membrane layer is already very low at 1050 °C (and is further declining towards zero when extrapolating the shrinkage rate curve in Fig. 2b for temperatures of 1100 or 1150 °C). Therefore increased camber of the bi-layer structure CGO support/Co-CGO membrane towards the support layer can be expected at a sintering temperature above 1050 °C, due to remaining high sintering activity in the porous layer as described in previous studies [20]. Bi-layers with Co-CGO membrane layer therefore showed in fact significant camber after isothermal treatment at higher temperatures of 1100 °C and above. As conclusion, such bi-layers (containing Co$_3$O$_4$ in the membrane) should not be sintered above
1100 °C to avoid extensive camber or even damage of the bi-layer during co-firing. Adding Fe$_2$O$_3$ to the membrane layer shifts the maximum peak of the membrane layer sintering to 1003 °C, which is 34 °C higher than that of the HG-support. This means that the CGO support now shrinks before the membrane layer and thereby sets the membrane layer under contraction (at low temperatures) which aids densification of the thin CGO membrane layer. Furthermore, the Fe-CGO membrane layer still has similar (high) sintering activity between 1100 °C and 1200 °C as the CGO support and thereby reduces the camber formation in direction of the support. The use of Fe$_2$O$_3$ as sintering aid in the membrane layer can preferably be used to apply sintering temperatures of 1100 °C (and above) to reduce camber in Fe-CGO asymmetric membranes compared to Co-CGO membranes. Figure 3 shows the cross section of an asymmetric CGO membrane, composed of a high graphite support (HG-CGO) and a CGO membrane layer with Fe$_2$O$_3$ as sintering aid.
Figure 3: SEM cross-section of an asymmetric bi-layer for an oxygen transport membrane (OTM). Prepared from an HG-CGO support and a Fe-CGO membrane by lamination and isothermal co-sintering at 1150 °C for 4 hrs.

3.2 Microstructure and gas permeability in the CGO supports

Starting from the knowledge on the densification behaviour of the two different CGO support tapes with different volume fraction of graphite pore former (LG-CGO and HG-CGO), the microstructure, gas permeability and mechanical behaviour of each single porous support structure was investigated (optimized) as a function of sintering temperature. Linear shrinkage, porosities and densities of LG-CGO and HG-CGO supports are summarized in Table 2 for different isothermal sintering cycles.

Table 2: Linear shrinkages, porosities and densities of low graphite and high graphite supports, LG-CGO and HG-CGO respectively, after 4 hrs sintering treatment at the specified temperature (heating rate = 3K/min). The 4 digit number in column 1 refers to the isothermal sintering temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Name</th>
<th>Linear Shrinkage</th>
<th>aTotal Porosity</th>
<th>bOpen Porosity</th>
<th>cPorosity Archimedes</th>
<th>dApparent Density g cm⁻³</th>
<th>eGeom. Density g cm⁻³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LG1050</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>n.m.</td>
<td>n.m.</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG1100</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG1150</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG1200</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>23.12</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>5.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG1250</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>n.m.</td>
<td>n.m.</td>
<td>6.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG1050</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG1100</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>n.m.</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>n.m.</td>
<td>n.m.</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HG1150</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>45.02</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG1200</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>36.28</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>4.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG1250</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>4.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \) The total porosity was calculated from measurement of the geometrical density of sintered discs and theoretical density of CGO. Closed porosity could not be detected by He-pycnometry.

\( ^b \) The open porosity was measured by Hg porosimetry.

\( ^c \) The porosity was measured by Archimedes principle.

\( ^d \) Apparent density (including only closed pores) was measured by He pycnometry.

\( ^e \) Geometrical density (including open and closed porosity) was determined by measuring the dimensions and the weight of CGO supports.

n.m. = not measured

The open porosity values measured by Hg-porosimetry and the porosity calculated from geometrical density measurements (and He-pycnometry measurements resulting in values close to theoretical density) are in good agreement for all samples. This indicates that a significant amount of closed porosity could not be detected for any support structure (in the investigated sintering regime with temperatures up to 1250 °C), even not for the support LG1250 with the lowest porosity values of about 12 %. Figure 4 is a plot of porosity vs. sintering temperature and shows a linear correlation between these two parameters for the different CGO supports (LG1050 to LG1250 and HG1050 to HG1250). It is worth noting that a relative increase of pore former concentration by 50 vol.-% (5 vol.-% absolute increase) induces a parallel shift of the straight line in Figure 3 towards higher values and thereby increases the porosity at all sintering temperatures by about 20 %.
Figure 4: Porosity as a function of sintering temperature for porous CGO supports with low graphite (LG-CGO, filled squares) and high graphite content (HG-CGO, filled circles).

The difference in microstructures of the CGO supports sintered at 3 different temperatures was evaluated by scanning electron microscopy (HRSEM) and can be seen in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Microstructure of CGO supports by SEM images of polished cross sections of a) LG1050, b) LG 1150 C) LG1250, d) HG1050, e) HG1150 and f) HG1250.
In accordance with data reported in Table 2 the porosity of the supports significantly decreases with increasing sintering temperature and porosities are clearly lower for the supports that were prepared with lower graphite concentration (LG-type tapes).

The microstructures of all the porous supports sintered at different temperatures reveal a very homogeneous distribution of porosity without major defects or inhomogeneity along the different tape directions. A significant orientation of the platelet-type graphite pore former in casting direction could not be observed. The two-dimensional picture of the cross-sectional surface suggests that pores are more connected (percolating) in the high graphite support (HG -CGO with 16.5 vol.-% of graphite) than in the low graphite support (LG-CGO with 11 vol.-% of graphite). This observation is in agreement with earlier investigations on ceramics using pore former (inclusions), which report the formation of three-dimensional percolating pore network (of the inclusion itself) if the inclusion volume fraction exceeds 16 vol.- % [17].

3.3 Gas Permeability in porous CGO supports

A very important property for the technical application of porous membrane supports in OTM applications is the ability to transport gases through the porous structure in order to supply reactants and remove products from the reaction zone. Figure 6 shows the measured gas permeability for the 2 types of CGO supports, sintered at different temperatures. Inserted in the graph are two representative micrographs of the LG and the HG samples with an almost identical degree of total porosity.
Figure 6: Permeability of CGO supports with low graphite content (LG-CGO, black squares) and with high graphite content (HG-CGO supports, red circles). The microstructures for the low graphite support (LG1050) and the high graphite support (HG1150) with similar total porosity but different permeability are inserted for illustration.

The measured gas permeability in Figure 6 is significantly higher for the HG-CGO supports compared to the supports with low graphite content (LG-CGO), with a factor of 5 higher gas permeability for HG1150 compared to LG1050 at comparable porosities of about 45%.
Figure 7: Pore size distribution of CGO supports with comparable total open porosity, measured by Hg-porosimetry: a) low graphite-type support, sintered at 1050 °C (LG1050) with 45.6% porosity and b) high graphite-type support, sintered at 1150 °C (HG1150) with 44.9% porosity.

The gas permeability data and the observed difference in microstructure (both shown in Fig. 6) clearly indicate that a more open, three-dimensional pore network (percolating pore structure) with larger pore channels has been created in the HG-1150 support compared to the LG-1050, despite the fact that latter support is sintered at 100 °C lower temperature. Hg-porosimetry measurements shown in Fig. 7 confirm a significant enlargement of pore size (at maximum peak size) from 0.38 µm to 0.52 µm.
The general specification for a unique permeability value for a porous CGO support structure that would be required for the use in OTMs is not trivial. The required permeability of a support depends on the specific commercial membrane application and therefore on several factors, such as the reaction and product gases (under consideration), the oxygen flux that can be achieved by the dense membrane layer (which depends on thickness of the membrane and the driving forces, e.g. pressures and atmospheres). Some general guidelines can however be provided. For pure oxygen production, using thin film ceria based composite or perovskite membranes, the porous CGO support is preferably placed at the permeate side where low vacuum of approx. 0.2 atm is applied while supplying pressurised air of approx. 5 atm to the feed side (see Figure 8a). An acceptable pressure drop of pure oxygen over the support, providing the driving force for the oxygen flux, would be in the range of 0.05 – 0.2 atm. The limiting oxygen flux through the support is plotted as a function of permeability for pressure drops of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 atm in Figure 8a, using the viscosity of oxygen at 850 °C (5.29 × 10⁻⁵ Pa s) and a support thickness of 0.4 mm. A flux of 5 Nml min⁻¹ cm⁻² would then result in a pressure drop of less than 0.1 atm across a 0.4 mm thick HG1150 support. On the other hand, even a pressure drop of 0.2 atm would be insufficient to drive an oxygen flux of 5 Nml min⁻¹ cm⁻² through a 0.4 mm thick LG1050 support. As stated earlier, oxygen fluxes of 16 Nml min⁻¹ cm⁻² have been demonstrated at 900 °C using a thin film CGO membrane in a syngas application in a previous study [5]. A porous CGO support would preferably be used on the feed side of the membrane in this case to avoid chemical expansion of the CGO under the extremely reducing syngas atmosphere. For this case the membrane arrangement is illustrated in Figure 8b (Case II: Syngas Reaction). As there is no pressure gradient across the CGO support in this case, the oxygen flux is driven by diffusion.
The dusty gas model [28] has been employed to assess the established $p_{\text{O}_2}^{\text{int}}$ at the membrane/porous CGO support interface for a given oxygen flux through a 0.4 mm thick LG1050 or HG1150 support and through a 0.2 mm thick HG1150 support at 900 °C. Only in the latter case of a 0.2 mm thick HG1150 support, a flux of 15 Nml min$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ can be achieved without establishing a prohibitively low $p_{\text{O}_2}^{\text{int}}$ value.

Figure 8: Expected limiting oxygen flux through a porous CGO membrane support (thickness of 0.4 mm) for a) oxygen separation (Case I) depending on support permeability at different pressure drops (permeate side) and for b) syngas production (Case II) depending on the $p_{\text{O}_2}^{\text{int}}$ at the membrane/porous CGO support interface (feed side).
To summarise, the CGO supports with the low graphite content clearly fall below a permeability value of $1 \times 10^{-15}$ m$^2$ and a porosity which is too low for any of the membrane applications discussed above, especially because the permeability might be further (slightly) reduced by impregnation of the required electro catalysts in the porous CGO support after co-firing. Assuming a support thickness of 400 μm, the supports with high graphite content sintered at 1150 °C will be suitable for pure oxygen production but not for syngas production. The thickness of the support must be decreased to approx. 200 μm for the syngas application to allow reaching the set flux target. In syngas operation, the performance of asymmetric membranes can significantly exceed oxygen fluxes of 5 Nml min$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ [4] and therefore thick supports (with microstructures as discussed in this article) would restrict the membrane performance by gas transport limitation.”

3.4 Mechanical properties of CGO supports

The results presented in section 3.3 are in line with expectations, showing that the gas permeability increases with increasing support porosity. Hence, to maximize the transport capabilities of the components the porosity in the support structure should be increased. However, requirements on component reliability both under handling and subsequent use pose conflicting requirements as mechanical strength usually decreases with increasing porosity. Hence, not only the support properties have to be optimized to achieve flat and defect free multilayers but also a microstructure has to be designed that compromises between optimal gas transport properties and mechanical reliability. These conflicting properties were further
investigated in this work for porous membrane supports. Similar studies have been performed recently for another application of porous CGO structures in electrochemical flue gas purification [24], [29]. The mechanical properties of the different CGO supports were tested for their applicability in OTM reactors by ring-on-ring bending tests with the results listed in Table 3. 25 to 30 specimens were tested in order to obtain reliable assessment of both characteristic strength and the Weibull modulus. An exception is the HG1050 type, where the fracture stresses were too small for an assessment of the actual strength values. A very low strength of maximum 4 MPa was assumed in this case as an upper limit since all samples already broke at a contact load of 2 N. This low mechanical strength could be explained by the very low sintering temperature and thus high porosity of this support type. The overall rather low standard deviation indicates an accurate determination of mechanical properties. It should be noted that an evaluation of the Weibull modulus based on stress and strain data leads to slightly different values since low strength values of specimens are also usually reflected in low Young’s moduli. The mechanical properties of the supports shown in Table 3 are comparable to other ceramic membrane candidate materials such as $\text{Ba}_{0.5}\text{Sr}_{0.5}\text{Co}_{0.8}\text{Fe}_{0.2}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ and $\text{La}_{0.6-x}\text{Sr}_{0.4}\text{Co}_{0.2}\text{Fe}_{0.8}\text{O}_{3-\delta}$ ($x = 0, 0.02$) [30] or similar porous CGO structures for flue gas purification [29], [31].

Elastic modulus, characteristic fracture strength and rupture strain appear to have a linear dependence on porosity for the considered porosity range, as illustrated in Figure 9.

The fracture strength as well as the elastic modulus decrease with increasing porosity, while the rupture strain increases with increasing porosity suggesting that energy consumption of the porous volume in front of the crack tip enhances the strain value. The strength is crucial in withstanding high pressure differences while the rupture strain might be considered as the critical parameter for the reliability when sealing a component to a material with a different TEC.
Table 3: Mechanical properties of porous LG-CGO and HG-CGO supports. The Weibull moduli are given in brackets for the characteristic strength and characteristic rupture strain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>Young’s modulus (E)</th>
<th>Characteristic strength (σ)</th>
<th>Characteristic rupture strain (ε)</th>
<th># of samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPa</td>
<td>Mpa</td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG1050</td>
<td>57 ± 14</td>
<td>55 ± 2 (5 ± 1)</td>
<td>0.093 ± 0.002 (10 ± 2)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG1150</td>
<td>118 ± 15</td>
<td>89 ± 2 (7 ± 1)</td>
<td>0.075 ± 0.002 (8 ± 1)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG1250</td>
<td>149 ± 18</td>
<td>92 ± 3 (5 ± 1)</td>
<td>0.062 ± 0.002 (5 ± 1)</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG1050a</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt; 4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG1150</td>
<td>47 ± 7</td>
<td>47 ± 2 (6 ± 1)</td>
<td>0.097 ± 0.002 (8 ± 2)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HG1250</td>
<td>97 ± 21</td>
<td>80 ± 2 (7 ± 1)</td>
<td>0.079 ± 0.002 (10 ± 2)</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The fracture strength of HG1050 type was too low for testing. A maximum fracture strength of 4 MPa can be used as an approximation for support HG1050.

b In brackets in columns 3 and 4, the Weibull moduli are added to the characteristic strength and rupture values.
a. Characteristic strength (MPa) vs. Porosity (%)
- Elastic modulus
- Characteristic strength

b. Rupture strain (%) vs. Porosity (%)
- HG1150
- LG1050
- HG1250
- LG1150
- LG1250
Figure 9: Dependence of mechanical properties of low graphite (LG) and high graphite (HG) CGO supports on porosity: a) characteristic fracture strength and elastic modulus; b) characteristic fracture strain.

Characteristic strength and rupture strain are important for the mechanical reliability of the samples. Ultimately, the quality of the highly porous samples might be considered to be better than the low porosity samples as the measured rupture strain is higher even though there is some reduction in the strength. It is noteworthy that the two different tape recipes fall on the same trend curve. The mechanical properties are primarily determined by the achieved porosity and it does not matter if a specific porosity is achieved by changing the amount of pore former or the firing temperature (within the investigated range of parameters).

4. Summary and Conclusions

Porous CGO supports for oxygen transport membranes (OTMs) have been prepared by tape casting with different amount of graphite as pore former and cobalt oxide as sintering additive at a sintering temperature of 1050 to 1250 °C for the co-sintering with a thin, dense CGO membrane layer. Mechanical strength and Young’s-modulus of all supports decrease linearly with porosity as expected. Interestingly, at comparable total porosities, the CGO supports with high graphite content showed significantly higher gas permeability than the low graphite supports. This indicates significantly improved pore connectivity in the CGO supports with high graphite content (passing the percolation limit) compared to low graphite CGO supports (at comparable porosities). As a consequence of this favourable microstructure of the HG-CGO supports, the co-firing temperature with a dense CGO membrane can be increased by 100 °C
(from 1050 °C at 1150 °C), resulting in acceptable permeability for gas transport through such CGO supports (with a thickness of 0.4 mm) in asymmetric membranes for pure oxygen production. Syngas application would additionally require a reduced support thickness (towards 200 µm) to sustain large fluxes about ~15 ml min⁻¹ cm⁻². Optical dilatometry showed that the sintering activity of the dense CGO membrane layer can be adjusted for a higher co-sintering temperature with a porous support, utilizing Fe₂O₃ as sintering aid in the membrane layer, thereby reducing camber formation (which is observed to be significant in co-sintering of asymmetric CGO membranes, using Co₃O₄ in both layers). An increased bilayer sintering temperature of 1150 °C has also benefits in further membrane fabrication steps. For example, a ceramic catalyst layer (such as perovskites as oxygen reduction catalyst) can be applied by screen printing and subsequent sintering at sufficiently high temperatures up to about 1050 °C without risk of further bi-layer distortion due to further support sintering. With the firing of the HG-supports at 1150 °C decent mechanical properties were obtained (rupture strain ~0.095% and characteristic strength ~ 47 MPa).

In summary, the microstructure of porous CGO supports (pore structure) has been optimized for implementation in OTMs by varying the amount of graphite pore former. Varying also the firing temperature and the choice of the sintering aid in the support and in the gas tight membrane layer allowed the fabrication of flat asymmetric membrane components that could be tested with respect to oxygen flux.
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